Comparing Finnish universities’ publication profiles using multidimensional field-normalized indicators
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In this study we use eight field-normalized indicators to analyze Finnish universities’ publication profiles across major fields of arts and sciences, and possible changes in publication profiles in 2016–2021. Our data consists of 241,575 publications (publication years 2016–2021) from the national VIRTA publication information service. Results indicate that the Finnish universities differ considerably in their publication profiles in Science communication, Bibliodiversity, Multilingualism, Domestic publishing, Domestic collaboration, International collaboration, Research performance and Open Access. Our indicators show the variety of organizations’ research and publishing profiles as well as the variety of overall organizational landscape. Use of comprehensive data and multidimensional indicators of publication profiles could inform and support strategic planning and monitoring of research performing organisations.

1. Introduction
Knowledge production to support science and higher education policy making, as well as most university rankings and assessments, typically rely on Web of Science (WoS) or Scopus based bibliometric indicators to evaluate and compare the performance of research organizations. Similarly, academic research into research performance of universities or other research organizations tends to rely on publication and citation data from international commercial databases, usually WoS or Scopus. Often these choices of data stem from the need to analyze citation impact, to make international comparisons, or simply from a lack of alternative data sources.

A major drawback is that organizations are evaluated based on a narrow subset of peer-reviewed English language articles in international journals. Focus is on volume of scientific publishing and its scientific impact (research performance) not on diversity of publishing (publication profiles) (Pölönen & Auranen, 2022). There are studies on other aspects of publishing, such as linguistic diversity (Linkov et al., 2021), and language and type of publishing across different fields of research (Kulczycki et al., 2018; Aksnes & Sivertsen, 2019), but systematic analyses of publication profiles at organizational level seem to be largely missing.

Several international initiatives, movements and policies around responsible research and innovation, metrics and assessment as well as open science, call for consideration of the disciplinary diversity and plurality of research contributions, societal interaction and impact (https://sfdora.org; Hicks et al., 2015; Wilsdon et al., 2015). Recently, over 500 organisations have signed the Agreement for reforming research assessment, which aims at ensuring that research assessments “recognize (…) valuable contributions that researchers make to science and for the benefit of society, including diverse outputs beyond journal publications and irrespective of the language in which they are communicated” (CoARA, 2022).
To promote multidimensional assessment of research activity, we have developed several indicators for analyzing research output (publications) of research organizations using comprehensive publication data on Finnish universities (Auranen & Pölönen, 2022). In this study we use these indicators to analyze Finnish universities’ publication profiles across major fields of arts and sciences, and possible changes in publication profiles in 2016-2021.

2. Data and methods
We created a publication dataset from VIRTA Publication Information Service, consisting of 241,575 publications (publication years 2016–2021), of which 176,327 are peer-reviewed publications and 65,248 are non-peer-reviewed publications (Table 1). All publications are validated by the 13 Finnish universities and reported annually to the Ministry of Education and Culture. Number of outputs reported for publication year 2021 is not yet entirely complete.

For each publication, the authors have to indicate at least one of 66 fields of science (Appendix 1). In addition, also the peer-review status, target audience, publication type, language, open access, number of authors, as well as international co-authorship of publications is indicated in VIRTA based on researchers’ self-reports and/or validation by the data-collection personnel at the universities. Publication Forum (JUFO) levels (Publication Forum, 2022) are indicated in VIRTA data for all peer-reviewed publications, and domestic co-authorship can be derived from duplicate records.

We use the following field-normalized indicators for multidimensional analysis of research output (publications):

1. Science communication: share of not-peer-reviewed publications aimed at professional and general audiences.
2. Bibliodiversity: share of peer-reviewed book publications (chapters, monographs and edited volumes) and conference articles.
3. Multilingualism: share of peer-reviewed publications in languages other than English (Finnish, Swedish and other languages).
4. Domestic publishing: share of peer-reviewed publications in journals and books published in Finland.
5. Domestic collaboration: share of peer-reviewed publications with co-authors from more than one Finnish university.
6. International collaboration: share of peer-reviewed publications with co-authors affiliated with foreign institutions.
7. Research performance: share of peer-reviewed outputs in JUFO levels 2 (“leading”) and 3 (“top”) publication channels.
8. Open access: share of peer-reviewed open access publications, including gold, hybrid and green OA.

Because the different dimensions of publication output differ considerably according to the field of science (Figure 1) and the Finnish universities may have very different disciplinary profiles (Figure 2), we have calculated field-normalized indicators for multidimensional analysis of publication output. For each indicator, the university’s share in each of the 66 subfields was divided by the national average, the quotient was multiplied by the number of outputs in the subfield, and their sum was divided by the total number of university’s outputs. For each indicator, the national average (here: average among Finnish universities) is 1. In order to observe possible developments, we calculated the indicators for outputs published in three-year periods of 2016-2018, 2017-2019, 2018-2020 and 2019-2021.
Table 1. Number of publication outputs 2016-2021 by output type and dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-peer-reviewed</td>
<td>11,299</td>
<td>12,030</td>
<td>11,019</td>
<td>10,925</td>
<td>10,519</td>
<td>9,456</td>
<td>65,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Prof. &amp; gener. audiences</td>
<td>7,348</td>
<td>8,219</td>
<td>7,584</td>
<td>7,432</td>
<td>6,981</td>
<td>6,197</td>
<td>43,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-reviewed</td>
<td>28,040</td>
<td>28,143</td>
<td>29,052</td>
<td>29,795</td>
<td>30,521</td>
<td>30,776</td>
<td>176,327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Non-English languages</td>
<td>2,953</td>
<td>2,979</td>
<td>2,938</td>
<td>2,789</td>
<td>3,225</td>
<td>3,060</td>
<td>17,944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Domestic co-authors</td>
<td>6,010</td>
<td>6,494</td>
<td>6,968</td>
<td>7,134</td>
<td>7,328</td>
<td>7,681</td>
<td>41,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Foreign co-authors</td>
<td>11,631</td>
<td>13,474</td>
<td>14,313</td>
<td>15,557</td>
<td>16,229</td>
<td>16,781</td>
<td>87,985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. JUFO 2&amp;3 channels</td>
<td>9,255</td>
<td>9,787</td>
<td>9,841</td>
<td>10,856</td>
<td>11,383</td>
<td>11,365</td>
<td>62,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Open Access</td>
<td>17,443</td>
<td>17,579</td>
<td>18,646</td>
<td>19,502</td>
<td>20,450</td>
<td>21,821</td>
<td>115,441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>39,339</td>
<td>40,173</td>
<td>40,071</td>
<td>40,720</td>
<td>41,040</td>
<td>40,232</td>
<td>241,575</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Variation of the Finnish universities’ publication output 2016-2021 by different dimensions across main fields of science.
3. Results

In this section we describe the main results of our analyses for each dimension of the Finnish universities’ publication output as shown in Figure 3 and Table 2 (in the Appendix).

1. Science communication
In the period 2019-2021, the indicator for science communication is most above the national average for the University of Turku (UTU), as measured by the share of publications aimed at professional and general audiences compared to the national averages across 66 subfields. While above the national average in 2019-2021, UTU, University of Lapland (ULA) and Åbo Akademi (AAU) show an upward trend and University of Helsinki (UH), University of Jyväskylä (JYU), Hanken School of Economics, UniArts display a downward trend since 2016-2018. Below the national average, TAU is trending down while Aalto University and University of Eastern Finland (UEF) are trending upwards, whereas University of Oulu (OYO), University of Vaasa (UVF) and Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT) show only little change.

2. Bibliodiversity
Overall, universities differ less in bibliodiversity than science communication. In the period 2019-2021, ULA’s profile for bibliodiversity, as measured by the share of peer-reviewed conference and book publications as opposed to the journal output, is most above the national average. TAU, UniArts, Hanken and LUT show upward development since 2016-2018, while AAU and UEF display a clear downward trend.

3. Multilingualism
The largest differences between universities are observed in multilingualism. In the period 2019-2021, AAU has by far the largest share of peer-reviewed publications in languages other than English compared to the national average across 66 subfields. Possible explanation is that because AAU is the only multidisciplinary Swedish-speaking university in Finland. Also UVF shows a well above average profile for multilingualism, including substantial Swedish language output. On the other hand, Hanken is also a Swedish-speaking university but shows a predominantly English language profile. UH, UEF and UniArts remain relatively high above national average in the national and other languages besides English, while around the national average ULA, JYU, TAU and UTU show a downward trend. In addition to Hanken, also LUT, Aalto and OYO increasingly prioritise English language publications.
4. Domestic publishing
In the period 2019-2021, UniArts, UH, OYO (with upward trend) show high profiles for domestic publishing, as measured by the share of peer-reviewed output published with the Finnish publishers. Also TAU, UTU, UEF and ULA are around the national average but show downward trends. Hanken and LUT are moving away from domestic channels, while Aalto, UVF and AAU remain well below the national average.

5. Domestic collaboration
In the period 2019-2021, UEF, JYU, UTU and TAU show the highest profiles for domestic collaboration, as measured by the share of peer-reviewed output published with co-authors affiliated with other Finnish universities. UEF is the only university with a clear upward trend, while TAU and Hanken show downward trends. LUT is clearly an outlier, with a very small share of domestically co-authored outputs compared to all other universities.

6. International collaboration
In the period 2019-2021, Hanken has clearly the highest share of peer-reviewed output published with co-authors affiliated with foreign universities compared to the national average across 66 subfields. Also UVF shows a very strong upward trend, AAU is also clearly above, while ULA remains somewhat below the national average.

7. Research performance
Universities show relatively little differences in terms of the research performance, as measured by the share of peer-reviewed outputs in JUFO levels 2 ("leading") and 3 ("top") publication channels. In the period 2019-2021, Hanken, Aalto and LUT stand out above the national average. The most important change is the strong upward trend of LUT, UVF and ULA, as the result of which all Finnish universities are close to the national average.

8. Open access
All universities in Finland seem to have adopted and implemented open access policies with very similar results. Almost all universities remain near the national average and with very little changes, when measured by the share of peer-reviewed open access publications, including gold, hybrid and green OA. Only Hanken is slightly above, and ULA slightly below the average.
We also looked at similarities and differences between the universities’ multidimensional publication output profiles. Indicator values above national average have been highlighted with blue in Figure 4. We can see that for example Aalto, Hanken, OYO, JYU and LUT show relatively similar profiles, and very different profiles compared to UVF and AAU. However, no two or more universities have similar profiles in regard to all eight indicators. It also appears
that different dimensions do not rule out each other: there are three universities that are above
the national average in six partly different sets of dimensions: UH, Hanken and AAU.

When we look at the universities’ publication data through multidimensional indicators, it is
also clear that many universities show above national average profiles in different dimensions.
Only one university (Hanken) leads in three interrelated dimensions: research performance,
international collaboration and open access. Five different universities appear on top of five
other indicators: UTU in science communication, ULA in bibliodiversity, AAU in
multilingualism, UniArts in domestic publishing, and UEF in domestic collaboration. All
universities appear among the “top three” in at least one dimension.

Finally we compare the publication profiles of the three universities with the highest increase
in research performance (ULA, LUT and UVF) with the publication profiles of other ten
universities (Figure 5). The group of three universities has had a clear decrease in share of
domestic publishing of peer-reviewed scientific publications. Overall the publication profile in
this group of three shows mostly opposite trends from 2016-2018 to 2019-2021 compared with
the group of other ten universities.
4. Discussion and conclusions

Multiple indicators of publication activity bring forward the variety of organizations’ research and publishing profiles as well as the variety of overall organizational landscape; in this case the Finnish university system. Our example of “top three” universities above national average based on different indicators shows that all universities in Finland are in “top three” depending on indicators used (Figure 4). However, it’s important to remember that while research organizations’ research strategies and goal setting are subject to incentives from science and higher education policy and to interests and pressure from various stakeholders, organizations usually have autonomy in forming their own goals for research. Hence being above or below national average according to these indicators is not automatically a good or bad thing for an organization. Assessment of research and publishing in light of these indicators should be based on organizations’ own goals.

The performance-based research funding system (PRFS) for allocating 14% of core-funding annually to Finnish universities has taken into account, since 2015, all publications included in our analysis. PRFS has, however, rewarded universities more for peer-reviewed publications in JUFO level 2 and 3 channels. This appears to have had a clearest impact on the research performance of a group of three universities (ULA, LUT and UVF) which have caught up with the other ten universities. It appears that the increase in publication performance has been achieved by transferring publication activity from domestic to foreign publication channels. Changes in all other dimensions are less important, however there is also some increase in Science communication, Bibliodiversity and International collaboration, and some decrease in Multilingualism and Domestic collaboration. No difference is observed in Open Access.

The main limitation of the study is that the period from 2016 to 2021 is still relatively short for showing trends in publishing behaviour. Comprehensive national publication data provides a good information base for analysing and recognizing strengths and differences in the universities’ publication profiles. Use of multiple indicators of research profiles is useful to
inform the management and staff of research organizations to support strategic planning and monitoring.

**Open science practices**
The original base publication metadata was downloaded from https://wiki.eduuni.fi/display/cscvirtajtp/Vuositasoiset+Excel-tiedostot, where also older and more recent datasets are openly available for download. We also make openly available an enriched and curated dataset that allows reproduction of our analyses (Auranen & Pölönen, 2023).
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